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ABSTRACT

The use of remotely sensed imagery to generate land cover models is common today. Validation of these models typically involves the use of an independent set of ground-truth data which are used to calculate an error matrix resulting in estimates of omission, commission, and overall error. However, each estimate of error contains a degree of uncertainty itself due to 1) conceptual bias, 2) location/registration and co-registration errors, and 3) variability in the sample sites used to produce and validate the model. In this study, focus was not placed upon describing land cover mapping techniques, but rather the application of bootstrap resampling to improve the characterization of classification error, demonstrate a method to determine uncertainty from sample site variability, and calculate confidence limits using statistical bootstrap resampling of 500 sample sites acquired within a single Landsat 5 TM image. The sample sites represented one of five land cover categories (water, roads, lava, irrigated agriculture, and rangelands) with each category containing 100 samples. The sample set was then iteratively resampled (n=200) and 65 sites were randomly selected (without replacement) for use as classification training sites while the balance (n=35) were used for validation. Imagery was subsequently classified using a maximum likelihood technique and the model validated using a standard error matrix. This classification-validation process was repeated 200 times. Confidence intervals were then calculated using the resulting omission and commission errors. Results from this experiment indicate that bootstrap resampling is an effective method to characterize classification uncertainty and determine the effect of sample bias.
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INTRODUCTION
Classification of remotely sensed imagery provides a means to model the earth’s surface (Lillesand and Kiefer 2004). Studies implementing this technology have ranged from mapping weeds (Glenn et al., 2005; Lass et al., 2005; Gokhale and Weber, 2006) to modeling wildfire susceptibility (Ercanoglu et al., 2006), forecasting urban growth (McMahan et al., 2002), and a multitude of other applications. In theory, and based upon the results of other scientists (Boardman, 1993; Ray and Murray, 1998; Roberts et al., 1998) classification accuracy is a function of a pixel’s spectral similarity to the training sites (pixels with a high proportion of target material). As a result, pixels having high proportions of the target (more spectrally pure) will generally classify correctly more often than pixels containing a lower proportion of target material (spectrally mixed), assuming uniform reflectance characteristics of all objects within each pixel (Mundt et al., 2006).

Regardless of the scale, scope, or resolution of image classification, error assessment is a critical step in the analysis and interpretation process (Stehman and Czaplewski, 1998; Janssen and van der Wel, 1994). The development of current error assessment techniques has occurred in three stages (Congalton and Green, 1999): 1) no constraint, 2) qualitative general assessments (non-site specific), and 3) quantitative site specific assessments. Longley et al. (2005) similarly describe uncertainty and its assessment as beginning with one’s conception of the real-world as this affects how one perceives, observes, defines, and categorizes the world. In turn, one’s paradigm influences, and perhaps even drives, measurements and representations which consequently affect nominal classification accuracy assessments. We fully realize this inherent error exists and is an important consideration when one attempts to model natural systems using crisp logic (Sauder et al., 2003). Thus, the quantification of classification error contains both true classification error (the classification algorithm made a mistake) and conception error (how one observes the natural world during the acquisition of training sites) which are inextricably linked together.

Today, classification accuracy is frequently determined using an error matrix of predicted (classified) versus known (reference) occurrences of a target (Congalton, 1991). These tabulations produce estimates of omission, commission, and overall error, and may also be used to calculate statistical measures of accuracy such as Kappa, Tau, and Z-statistics (Titus et al., 1984; Ma and Redmond, 1995; Congalton and Green, 1999; Foody 2002, 2004). While an error matrix is commonly used to tabulate classification accuracy, the number of samples necessary to validate the model is debated, because sample size relates directly to power of analysis (Cohen, 1992, Taylor and Gerrodette, 1993), which is a function of sample site variability, and total project cost. Congalton (1991) stated that “sufficient samples must be acquired to be able to adequately represent the confusion” (i.e., the categories and types of errors committed in the model). One option to accommodate high variability and to assess its effect on classification results is the use of bootstrap resampling. Applying bootstrap resampling does not imply that classifications should be made with an insufficient number of samples. Rather, bootstrap resampling presents a methodology to make better use of the samples available and more easily determine the adequacy of the existing sample set. The authors note that this paper does not attempt to determine minimum sample size as other resources are currently available to aid in this decision such as the recent work published by Van Niel et al. (2005) and Foody et al (2006) and Foody and Mathur (2006).

To improve the reliability of error calculations and better characterize uncertainty, statisticians have applied various techniques including bootstrap resampling (Good, 2005; Efron, 1979). This technique has also been applied with spatial data (Mahalanobis, 1946; Hall, 2003) and remote sensing studies (Okeke and Karniele, 2006; Verbyla and Boles 2000; McMahan and Weber 2003). The general idea behind bootstrap resampling is that with a sufficiently large set of samples one can treat the sample set as representative of a population. By dividing the sample set into classification and validation sub-sets one can perform a classification and then validate the resulting classification to arrive at an estimate of classification accuracy using only a single sample set. To reduce the effects of bias (i.e., the difference in
the type of samples chosen for training versus validation), the sample set can be iteratively resampled to draw new classification and validation sub-sets. Using this process a more robust estimation of uncertainty can be achieved as the user retains the use of all samples and consequently, statistical power, while producing a better characterization of classification error where confidence intervals are calculated directly (c.f. Snedecor and Cochran, 1967). This paper explores a parallel approach to classification error assessment and applies iterative bootstrap resampling to improve the characterization of classification error and better represent bias within the sample set (Jones, 1956; Efron, 1979; Good, 2005). An interesting alternative to this and other methods based upon the standard error matrix is the fuzzy error matrix described by Binaghi et al. (2005) and the calculation of misclassification probability as described by Steele et al (1998). The latter applies Kriging and a lattice of training locations to construct an accuracy model similar to a contour map. This tool, however, has not been as broadly applied or accepted as the error matrix.

METHODS
To explore the use of iterative bootstrap resampling to improve error assessment of remote sensing classifications, we designed an experiment using 500 sample points collected from one of five distinct land cover categories (water, roads, lava, irrigated agriculture, and rangelands, respectively) within a study area in southeastern Idaho (Figure 1). One-hundred points (pixels) were acquired within each category using standard on-screen digitizing and one Landsat 5 TM scene (path 39, row 30) acquired on 7-July-2003. One meter digital orthophotos were used to ensure each sample point was clearly located within the correct land cover type. In addition, sample points were corroborated using field observations made during the summer of 2003 (n=253). For each class, sixty-five sample points were randomly selected without replacement for use as training sites while the remainder (n=35) were used for validation. These points were then rasterized using the same spatial parameters as the satellite imagery used for classification (28.5 x 28.5 m).

Landsat imagery was prepared for classification by generating a normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and principal component analysis (PCA) images (Eastman, 2003) from raw radiance values (brightness values or DN). The first two PCA bands (PCA-C1 and PCA-C2) contained >95% of the unique spectral variance, therefore the NDVI and two PCA raster images were used for classification. This approach is justified because previous studies have found these data reliable (Rouse et al., 1973; Kriegler et al., 1969) and have applied these data for land cover characterization with positive results (Ingebritsen and Lyon 1985, Singh 1989, Collins and Woodcock 1996, Savage 2005). Two-hundred classification-validation iterations were completed using maximum-likelihood classification in Idrisi Kilimanjaro software (Eastman, 2003). For each iteration, accuracy was assessed using standard error matrices. Each classification-validation iterations included 65 training samples and 35 validation samples, respectively. The goal of this study was not to produce perfect classification results, but rather to explore the use of bootstrap resampling to better assess classification error and bias within the sample set while applying well documented classification techniques. We assumed that sample sites exhibited some degree of autocorrelation (Tobler 1970, Miller 2004) but due to the size of the study area (approximately 35,144 km²) and distribution of sample sites, spatial autocorrelation was not considered a confounding factor. Geo-registration and co-registration of training and validation sample sites were also considered and explored as a source of error. To explore potential error we used on-screen techniques where we zoomed into each site (approximate scale = 1:1,000) and using both Landsat imagery and NAIP orthoimagery (true color 1-m spatial resolution) were able to verify the category assigned to each site. It should be noted that the categories used in this study were general (water, roads, lava, irrigated agriculture, and rangelands) and thereby, easily verified and differentiated from one another. Thus, the above errors were considered minimal for two reasons; 1) sites were acquired using careful on-screen digitizing and verification and 2) the size of each pixel (28.5 x 28.5 m) made it relatively easy to place a sample site point within it, thereby minimizing co-registration error (Weber, 2006).
The resulting omission and commission errors from each classification error assessment were then entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. To determine the minimum number of iterations required for classification error characterization, various statistical techniques have been used such as the cumulative variance approach described by Mundt et al. (2005). We applied an approach similar to Mundt et al. (2005) where cumulative standard deviation (standard error) was graphed for omission and commission errors. The resulting graphs were then investigated to determine the first point at which a “practical sill” has been achieved. The practical sill was defined as the point where the curve developed by the standard error plot has dropped to within 5% of the asymptote, or conversely, has dropped 95% of the difference observed between maximum and minimum standard error (Isaaks and Srivastava 1990) (Equation 1). The number of classification-validation iterations required to achieve the “practical sill” can then be determined by calculating a line of best fit using either inverse or exponential functional forms. This was accomplished in Microsoft Excel by fitting a trend line to the curve and using the equation of the line and its R² value. If the fit is sufficient (we suggest a threshold R² of 0.70) the minimum number of iterations is then calculated by finding X when Y (i.e., Sₚ) is known. Alternatively, the number of iterations can be read from the figure itself. Ultimately, all methods are in some ways subjective in that the user must decide the threshold or point at which inflection occurs or where the variance curve “flattens”. Using a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet containing all classification/validation iterations \((n=200)\) also enabled us to directly calculate the 95% confidence interval describing classification error (Good, 2005, NBII, 2006).

\[
R = SE_{\text{max}} - SE_{\text{min}} \\
S_p = SE_{\text{max}} - 0.95R
\]

Eq. 1

Where \(R\) is the range and \(S_p\) is the practical sill.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The resulting error from two of the 200 classification iterations were randomly selected and given in Tables 1 and 2. These classification results illustrate the variability in accuracies where a randomly selected subset \((n=65)\) of training sites were used for classification. The variability between the two example classification results illustrates a scenario where one or more of the target features exhibit overlapping spectral signatures. To visualize the characteristics of these spectral signatures \((n=65)\), we used spectral comparison charts where each cover class’ minimum, maximum, and mean value was displayed for each band (e.g., PCA-C1, PCA-C2, and NDVI). Referring to the signature comparison charts (Figure 2) one can see the water class overlaps with or encompasses several other classes. We speculate this is because some of the water training sites may have been located in shallow water where vegetation, rocks, or substrate affected the spectra. However this did not adversely affect the goal of this study as the authors sought to understand the effect of training site selection and resampling selections on classification accuracy. Indeed this variability and difficulty aided the author’s in their goal. Further, some of the training sites may have been in areas where algae or turbidity affected the spectra. In cases like this, where seperability (Richards, 2005) is problematic, one can apply statistical purification (McKay and Campbell, 1982; Eastman, 2003) to the training sites and/or use canonical correlation analysis (Eastman, 2003) of the imagery instead of the principal components analysis used in this study. Purifying spectral signatures effectively makes the signatures more homogenous or uniform by removing training sites that fall outside the typicality threshold. This may not be a viable option, however, if reducing the sample size (i.e., training sites) results in loss of statistical power (Cohen 1992, Taylor and Gerodette, 1993) as it would have been in this case.

Table 1. Sample of percent classification error where 65 points were randomly selected for classification and 35 points were used for validation from a total sample set of 100 points per class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Roads</th>
<th>Lava</th>
<th>Irrigated Agriculture</th>
<th>Rangelands</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Commission Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lava</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigated Agriculture</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rangelands</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclassified</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omission Error (%)</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Sample of percent classification error where a second set of 65 randomly selected points were used for classification and 35 points were used for validation from the same sample set of 100 points per class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Roads</th>
<th>Lava</th>
<th>Irrigated Agriculture</th>
<th>Rangelands</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Commission Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lava</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigated Agriculture</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rangelands</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclassified</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omission Error (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. (a,b) Minimum, maximum, and mean spectral signature values for the training sites (n=65) used in this study. Fig 2a represents signatures used to produce classification results reported in table one. Fig. 2b represents signatures used to produce classification results reported in table two.

Based upon the results of bootstrap resampling, a 95% confidence interval was calculated using all classification-validation iterations (n=200) (Table 3). Not surprisingly, the water class had very broad
commission and omission errors. Other classes performed better resulting in a tighter range of 
commission and omission errors.

Table 3. Calculated error (at 95% confidence) for each class based upon 200 classification-validation 
iterations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Commission error</th>
<th>Omission error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.00 - 0.50</td>
<td>0.01 - 0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads</td>
<td>0.00 - 0.26</td>
<td>0.08 - 0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lava</td>
<td>0.00 - 0.27</td>
<td>0.00 - 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigated agriculture</td>
<td>0.00 - 0.23</td>
<td>0.02 - 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rangelands</td>
<td>0.00 - 0.26</td>
<td>0.00 - 0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The use of additional sample points (pixels) or the use of sample polygons instead of sample points may 
have improved classification results and reduced the number of iterations required to achieve the 
“practical sill”. However, the methods used to explore and understand training site variability (bootstrap 
resampling) and determine the practical sill would remain unchanged.

By inspecting graphs of cumulative standard error (SE) for omission error (producer’s accuracy), the 
minimum number of classification-validation iterations required to capture classification variability was 
determined as the point where SE met the practical sill (Figure 3). The least number of iterations required 
to achieve the “practical sill” was 82 iterations for the lava land cover class. Table 4 gives calculated error 
at 95% confidence where only the first 82 classification-validation iterations were used for all cover 
classes. Notice that the other cover classes responded differently and required from 91 to 656 
classification-validation iterations to achieve their “practical sill” (Table 5). While the authors only 
performed 200 classification-validation iterations, the value of 656 was derived synthetically using the 
regression line was fitted to SE curve, and solving for the number of iterations required to achieve the 
practical sill. To minimize repetition in the rest of this paper, only results from the lava cover class will be 
discussed. Further, as this technique was designed to improve the characterization of classification error 
and determine the effect of sampling bias due to training site heterogeneity, we will focus upon omission 
error (producer’s accuracy).

Table 4. Calculated error (at 95% confidence) for the each land cover class based upon 82 classification-
validation iterations1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Commission error (%)</th>
<th>Omission error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.0 – 75.0</td>
<td>4.0 – 97.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads</td>
<td>2.0 – 23.0</td>
<td>11.0 – 27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lava</td>
<td>0.0 – 25.0</td>
<td>0.0 – 15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigated agriculture</td>
<td>0.0 – 21.0</td>
<td>3.0 – 18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rangelands</td>
<td>2.0 – 26.0</td>
<td>3.0 – 23.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1- Eighty-two classification-validation iterations were used as the minimum number of iterations 
necessary to achieve the “practical sill” derived from the standard error curve for the lava cover 
class (figure 3).
Table 5. The minimum number of classification-validation iterations required to achieve the practical sill\(^1\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Iterations required</th>
<th>R(^2) for line of best fit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>0.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lava</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>0.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigated agriculture</td>
<td>656(^2)</td>
<td>0.470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rangelands</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>0.923</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Based upon the cumulative standard error calculated from omission error.
2. These values were derived synthetically using the regression equation to estimate the number of iterations required to achieve the practical sill.

Figure 3. Example of how the minimum number of iterations required to capture the variability in classification error was determined (note: this graph represents cumulative standard error of omission error for the lava cover class). The equation describing the exponential line of best fit is given along with the \(R^2\) squared value.

The difference between calculated error using 200 versus 82 classification-validation iterations is shown in Figure 4 for the lava land cover class. Based upon these results we concluded that 82 classification-validation iterations were an adequate number to characterize classification error within this cover class. It should be pointed out that –like the other land cover classes used in this paper-- other data sets may require more or perhaps fewer classification-validation iterations. Following the procedures described in this paper, one can easily determine a “practical sill” from SE curves and hence, the minimum number of iterations required for classification error characterization. From these data, one can infer a great deal about sample set bias as the number of iterations required is a function of training site variability (high variability training sites will require additional iterations) along with imagery characteristics such as radiometric, spatial, and spectral resolution, as well as scale of analysis.
CONCLUSIONS
The study was performed to better understand the effect of training site selection and subset resampling on classification accuracy. As a result of this focus, the authors were not concerned about classification accuracy or the development of a reliable land cover mapping technique. Rather, this study focused upon the application of bootstrap resampling to improve the characterization of classification error and hence, uncertainty is a time-consuming process. However, based upon the results of this study, bootstrap resampling greatly improved our understanding of classification uncertainty because variability of classification accuracy was determined, which led to a better understanding of the influence of training site heterogeneity (sample bias). This study indicates that after calculating standard error for any number of classification-validation iterations, if one notices a cumulative standard error that approximates an exponential curve it should be clear that the heterogeneity within the training sites is large and may have significant effects upon classification results. Further, if the asymptote or practical sill is not reached with the number of iterations performed (note the associated low $R^2$ value (Table 5) for the line fitted to the cumulative SE curve), this indicates the training sites are extremely heterogeneous, requiring the application of either 1) spectral signature purification, 2) spectral mixture analysis, 3) some form of data reduction technique, or 4) additional sample points. We note that this process, like all other statistically-based techniques, requires a sufficient number of observations per class/category to allow subsets to be created that retain statistical power of analysis. Bearing this in mind, bootstrap resampling can be applied to improve the characterization of classification error regardless of the type of imagery, satellite sensor, or classification methodology used.

Figure 4. Differences between calculated omission error based upon 200 classification-validation iterations (triangles) and 82 classification-validation iterations (squares). Note: the marker symbol is used to indicate the mean while the whiskers represent a 95% confidence interval of the estimated distribution of errors.
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